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PREFACE 

Employment holds a significant place in the ladder of not just `success’ in life but the survival 

itself for people with disabilities as it offers them, in the least, a chance to lead a dignified life and 

an opportunity to create an identity for themselves in their own mind and their sphere of family, 

friends and the society at large.  

 

However, owing to a range of factors such as poverty, lack of proper education, inaccessibility, 

inappropriate trainings, it has been a long and tough struggle to make employments possible for 

them in India. 

 

For people with visual impairments, the problem in employment is even more complicated as 

the stigmas and taboos associated with their disability are even greater than other common 

disabilities that makes it that much more difficult to convince employers to include them in the 

pool of human resource at the work place.  

 

One of the major reasons for the negative attitude of the employers is their unawareness 

because of poor visibility of people with VI at workplaces. The corporate world seems 

clueless about their capabilities and of the workplace solutions available to them due to the 

technological advancements that help the VI perform at work. And that again leads to their 

reservations in offering opportunities to them in a vicious circle of events. 
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This is endorsed even in other countries: “A lot of people, when I tried to get into university and 

when I applied for jobs, they struggled to see past the disability. People just assumed that 

because I had a disability, I couldn’t perform even the simplest of tasks, even as much as 

operating a fire extinguisher… I think the main reason I was treated differently, since I set out to 

become a nurse, was probably because people were scared, because they’ve never been faced 

with anyone like me before.” Rachael1  

There is therefore a dire need to make the industry aware of the feasibility of successfully 

employing people with VI as employees in the future.  

This research is a step forward to: 

• Identify trades and tasks in various sectors in the country that can be performed by the  

 visually impaired. 

• Analyse the barriers in the process  

• Offer workplace solutions wherever possible 

• Reach out to the corporates: by gaining first hand insights into the industry  
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ABOUT US 
AMERICAN INDIA FOUNDATION 

The American India Foundation (AIF) is the largest diaspora philanthropy organization focused 
on India and based out of the United States. Since inception, AIF has benefited more than 1.5 
million people, by implementing programs through over 115 Indian non-governmental 
organizations.  
   
Mission 
 
The mission of the American India Foundation (AIF) is to accelerate social and economic change 

in India. AIF mobilizes resources in the United States and India and invests these to improve 

education, livelihood and public health for the marginalized in India. President Bill Clinton 

serves as Honorary Chair of AIF. 

ACTIVITIES/AREAS OF WORK 
 

All of AIF's programs are focused on the three programmatic pillars of education, livelihood and 

public health. AIF has five signature programs that feature scale, uniqueness and impact.  

 

 Digital Equaliser 

 Rickshaw Sangh 

 LAMP 

 MAST 

 W.J Clinton Fellowship program 

 

In addition, AIF has Innovation programs that are pilot efforts to introduce new ideas with the 

potential to achieve scale and impact. 

 

AIF directs most of its resources to its signature programs. Through the implementation of these 

programs and proper monitoring and evaluation of them, AIF aims to consolidate the results and 

lessons learned, scale them more effectively, improve quality and measure success. 

 

The signature programs share the following characteristics: 

 
 Defined goal and target beneficiaries  
 Implementation in multiple geographies with multiple partners  
 Common core program approach with contextual variations in strategy  
 Common impact tracking and measurement systems  
 Culture of learning and sharing experiences among partners  
 Program partners have a common advocacy agenda 
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PARTNER AGENCY  
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND- CENTRE FOR BLIND 

WOMEN & DISABILITY STUDIES 

Mission. To rehabilitate blind women from rural and urban India to help them earn their 

livelihood and regain their dignity through SUPPORT AND TRAINING.  

Areas of Work 

A. PROVIDING FREE OF COST RESIDENTIAL FACILITY to the beneficiaries - educated, semi-

educated and uneducated girls come from U.P, M.P, Haryana, Bihar, Rajasthan and Punjab.    

B. IMPARTING BASIC INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS- Mobility training, Braille literacy and 

Home management.  

C. HELPING THEM in pursuing FURTHER EDUCATION by: 

• Facilitating admissions to National Open Schools and various regular colleges and 

providing scholarships support. 

• Career Counselling, and Providing scholarships for higher studies  

• Providing Library facility with relevant assistive aids & appliances 

D. IMPARTING TRAININGS IN CONTEMPORARY FIELDS such as computers, handicrafts, 

front office handling, transcriptions, radio and theatre training or other vocations 

followed by  

E. EMPLOYMENT into various NGOs, Customer care companies, CA & Law firms, Colleges, 

Research Companies, Hospitals, Export Houses and other corporates. 

F. Conducting on a regular basis for the girls and women at the centre: 

• Counselling & awareness building sessions  

• Personality development programmes to work on their communication skills and 

grooming. 

• Hobby classes on music, theatre, yoga and meditation 

• And workshops, talks and group discussions from time to time.  

G. Taking on RESEARCHES in the field of visual impairment along with other disabilities. 

H. GENERATING AWARENESS on issues and concerns of people with visual impairment by 

way of theatre, radio and television, as well as participating in various forums on gender, 

disability and sexuality. 
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THE STUDY- BACKGROUND 

A. NEED FOR THE STUDY 

Vocational training and employment for the blind still remains a grave problem in India. Though, 

education has more or less become accessible to them, especially in the urban areas where they 

can take up different kind of studies at any stage;  

 

Still, only 30% of the blind women are able to receive education due to lack of 

residential facilities….  

 

And only a negligible 1% are able to receive employment due to obsolete trainings 

and lack of gender sensitive support system.  

 

On one hand India is becoming global, yet, on the other, most of the blind persons are still 

trained & employed in traditional occupations like candle making, book binding, light 

engineering and the likes. In spite of good IQ levels and technical help available for the blind, 

lack of awareness forces many parents to subject their wards to conventional studies like music 

and typing for occupations which have lost their economic value. As a result, most of the blind 

students still are in a wait of govt. jobs, which needless to say do not come to 80% cases. 

Hence, there is a dire need of identifying new training and employment avenues to ensure more 

focussed careers for them.  

 

The objective of conducting this study is to: 

- Conduct a Job Mapping of the targeted industries to gain an insight into their working 

- Make the industry aware of the existence of an alternate pool of human resource 

- Create a platform for their peer group at work to gain an insight about the life and  

capabilities of the VI people 

- Increase chances of employment in the future, more in context of the quality of the 

work rather than the number of employments 
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B. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

THIS  REP ORT  OF  4  IN DUST RIES  IS  BASE D ON  A  ST UDY  IN VOLVI NG  F IRST  HAND  OBSE RVATI ON 

AND T RIALS WITH  VI SUALLY  IMPAI RED  PE RSONS  ON  T HE I DENT IFIED TASKS  LEADIN G  TO 

IDENTIFICATION  OF  A REAS  W HE RE  THEY  CAN BE  INTE G RATED  I NTO  THE  WO RKFO RCE  IN  

THESE IN DUST RIES .  

 Identifying the sample companies, preferably those with staff strength of above 200, or 

else companies that were already employing people with disabilities. 

 Initial visit to the company by a team of sighted and VI persons to identify tasks found 

feasible for trial by VI people. 

 Identification of relevant volunteers (for trials) with specific skill sets, education level 

and aptitude  

 Conducting the trials simultaneously in different departments 

 Preparing the final report with analysis 

 Analysis: 

o Feasibility of working in a particular department/ or on a particular task. 

o Identifying Pre & post placement training needs 

C. INDUSTRIES STUDIED 

 HOTELS 

 HOSPITALS 

 ELECTRICAL  EQUIPMENT  MANUFACTURING  

COMPANIES 

 FOOD  PROCESSING 
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D. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF THE INDUSTRIES  

▪ Workforce- It was preferred that industries with an average workforce of around 200  

and more people would be taken as a sample since they would offer better scope for some 

percentage of VI candidates to find employment 

▪ Premium and Mid size segments- While making selections for the service sector 

industries such as hotels and hospitals, sample companies were studied as per their 

categories so that comparisons could be drawn in terms of the opportunities available in 

each of the type. 

▪ Industries that could offer jobs at different levels e.g. for Graduates, under graduates 

and uneducated candidates were given a preference 

▪ Industries that could offer a variety of jobs such as some on the Computer, or related to 

calling,  and some manual jobs or requiring manual dexterity 

▪ Industries having work based on an assembly line system  
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E. DIFFERENTIALS 

1. Size  

 

Companies/ hotels/ hospitals   

It was important to test out 2 different kinds of size of companies of all industries selected 

because  

❖ Premium/ Big size/ 5 star- A big company or a five star hotel has more potential areas 

and possibilities as there is more manpower recruited as compared to a mid size or a 3 

star hotel and also more often than not, the CSR policies are also more established in 

bigger size companies. 

❖ Mid size companies/ 3 star / business class hotels are also now found almost in all B 

category towns so it is practical to study them too so that more employment areas could 

be explored.  

Mid size company/ 3 star hotel due to lower budgets, cuts down on the peripheral tasks 

and manpower and most people are multitasking. Therefore there are fewer areas for 

inclusion of visually impaired in a mid size hotel considering the complexity of tasks they 

are required to handle.  

Mobility better in mid size or a 3 star- The positive side is that the mid size companies are 

found to be more practical for a visually impaired person to orient him/ herself as the spaces are 

limited as opposed to bigger hotels. 

2. DEGREE OF VISION/  SIGHT  

The aim was to explore jobs for both category of VI- totally blind and low vision and therefore 

the report consists of both analysed separately. 

 

It was however found that while many tasks that were presumed to be feasible by VI persons 

such as in Laundry and Housekeeping of a Hotel were actually not successful for a totally blind 

person but most of those tasks were achievable by a low vision person- one who could see a 

little.  
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

• Presentation Oriented and Customer interface industry proved to be very 

unaccommodating since there is a need for visual perfection- HOSPITALS AND 

HOTELS. There was a high resistance to integrate VI in these facilities, more so in the 

premium ones 

• Out of all the tasks identified in these 4 industries there are fewer areas found where 

totally visually impaired persons can work with prior training and more for low vision 

people. Therefore, it is recommended that the tasks identified for totally blind persons be 

given to them only as a priority to ensure employments for them since low vision people 

find it easier anywhere to find a job given the convenience of the peer group. 

• Many Manual Jobs in assembly lines were found feasible and successful for VI- e.g. in 

ELECTRICALS AND FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 

• High resistance to Software sharing closes doors for VI trials at many computer based 

jobs (needs of speech software) 

• Coordination jobs are possible but paper records pose a challenge for VI at each step 

• Unawareness of the capabilities of VI people at Computers, working with fire, Knives 

etc. leads to formation of biased and closed attitudes 

• Team work areas proved good for VI 

• Less manpower areas are unaccommodating for VI as multi tasking is required, more 

so at the unskilled and semi skilled levels of work 

• Manual jobs could be explored but accommodations and commuting challenges are 

high vis a vis the income 

• It was found that the greater the mechanization, lesser the manpower requirement 

and therefore lesser scope for VI people. Also most of the mechanized work had to be 

controlled with the help of a visual panel.  
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MAIN REPORT 

INDUSTRY 1: HOSPITALITY 

2 Hotels studied 

o ITC Maurya –  5 star 
 

o Lemon tree- 3 star,  midsize  

Both the Hotels were selected for study primarily since they fit into the eligibility criteria and 

were already open to and employing persons with disabilities. Being two different categories of 

Hotels, they could also provide an insight into the different styles of working and the respective 

effect on scope of employment of people with VI.  

 

RIDING  FACTORS 

▪ It is an industry with a mix of white collared and blue collared jobs therefore offering 

scope for people to work on different levels. 

▪ Since it is a presentations based and customer interface industry, the level of resistance 

to integrating people with VI is greater. The same attitude, though more pronounced in a 

premium hotel, percolates down to the brass tacks, , e.g. to the housekeeping personnel, 

room service attendants too creating a barrier. 

 

CASE  STUDY  I-  PREMIUM  HOTEL 

SECTION A:  FEASIBLE WORK AREAS FOR TOTALLY BLIND 

PERSONS 

Areas where the VI persons were found to be successful in mainly large hotels were: 

❖ Cold kitchen 
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❖ Housekeeping- Folding the ironed garments 

❖ Horticulture 

The feasibility list is much shorter as after trials by VI persons, as opposed to the initial 

identification list of the tasks in the hospitality industry. While one of the reasons was that fewer 

tasks were found to be independently handled by them, some areas where they could work on a 

computer could not be explored due to resistance to software sharing or high cost of assistive 

technology. 

I. COLD KITCHEN –  SALAD KITCHEN :  

It was observed that the blind person deputed in this kitchen was more comfortable in 

operating than the one in the bakery. This kitchen is a cold kitchen and has no element of 

heat in it. It requires a lot of cutting, chopping, slicing, peeling and carving of the vegetables 

and fruits that depend to a large extent on practice.  

However, in a mid-size hotel the cold kitchen is not a separate one, but enmeshed amongst a 

variety of tasks that are managed by the chefs and their qualified assistants. 

                                            

 TASKS  

 

1) CUTTING OF VEGETA BLES IN RANDOM  PIECE S : the candidate was able to operate 

the knife if done with the right technique of holding the knife. She could easily 

execute the cutting of the vegetables if they were to be cut in random yet equal 

sized shapes. However, it is imperative to teach them the correct technique of 

holding the knife which acts as a preventive measure towards having any harm on 

the fingers. 

2) CUTTING  THE  VEG ETABLES  O R F RUITS  IN  S HAPES : the candidate again showed 

good signs of possibility of cutting the food product in required shapes and sizes. 

She could feel the shape and size of the same by touching them hence gauging the 

specification.  

3) CARVIN G : food carving especially in the cold kitchen in any large or medium size 

set up is a very important aspect of the department. Post observation in this 

sphere it was discovered that the candidate could pick up the knack if given time 
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for an in depth observation and practice for long hours.                               

4) MACHINE  OPE RATION :  the sample kitchen had two types of electronic slicers for 

slicing of the cold cut meats, cheese, vegetables or fruits. As observed, the 

candidate could slice the food product with ease however, being able to read the 

embossed numbers on the knobs for setting of the thickness and thinness of the 

food product was tough. Blades were to 

be taken care of with precision.  

5)  SALAD DRESSIN G : herbs and different 

types of vinegar, mustard, cream, 

mayonnaise etc are used during the 

making of the salads. This is not 

impossible for a non-sighted person; 

however Braille or embossed names of 

the ingredients are helpful and essential. 

The quantity of the ingredients can be 

gauged via measuring cup or the cap of 

the bottle and finally via tasting of the dressing. 

6) SETTING  UP  T HE  SAL AD AND  CHEESE  PLAT TER : this is another important area 

where the blind can operate well if given lengthy hours for learning and practicing.  

7) Since the ingredients are quite well defined like meat slices, different shaped cut 

vegetables/fruits, whole fruits, cheese etc, it does need much detailing. This makes 

it easy for them to feel them and place them in the platter accordingly.  

 

 

II. HOUSEKEEPING  

By virtue of the quantum of work happening in this department in a large hotel, there were 

some small tasks that could be handled by VI people such as folding. 

Room service was not considered as a job for VI in the premium hotel since it was a guest 

interface area and therefore high on presentation and perfection. 

TASKS 

FIG.  1:  VI VOLUNTEER TRYING HER HANDS IN 

THE SALAD SECTION  
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2.    FOLDING  T HE  IRO NED GARMENTS - Folding was feasible as a task for the VI person 

after significant practice since the garment had to be perfectly folded. However, 

practice would be required to perfect it, since there were a variety of garments to 

be handled.  

 

III. HORTICULTURE  

TASKS 

1.  GARDENIN G :   

Out of all the available tasks in gardening such as trimming the hedges, mowing, 

trimming the dry edges of a plant, weeding, planting new plants and replacing the 

broken pots, most of the tasks can be performed by the VI and therefore total VI 

can assist in gardening, but cannot be made responsible for ensuring the aesthetic 

part of it as required in a Hotel.  

SECTION B.  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR A LOW VISION PERSON  

I. HOUSEKEEPING  

1. IRO NING- is done with the help of industrial ironing 

beds, coat pressing machine. In two of the four places 

where ironing was being done, one person was 

handling three ironing machines together quite a few 

times, in an assembly line technique. One of the 

sleeves pressing equipment was an exposed metal 

surface. Therefore though it was possible for our 

totally blind volunteer to perform the task (since he had earlier experience in a 

factory on machines), if a garment got left for a while more, then the VI person would 

not come to know if it was even burnt. Partially sighted people can do this task 

relatively well. 

FIG.  2:  IRONING BED FOR SHIRTS, 

COATS 
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2. OPERATING  TH E TA GG ING  MA CHINE - The task involves sorting out the garments that 

reach the laundry from the hotel rooms, cross checking in the accompanying list, 

putting a sticker tag on the garment till it gets laundered and then taking it off the 

garment before sending it back to the guest. Since most of the task requires visual 

acuity, it is not feasible for the total VI. 

SECTION C:  AREAS NOT FEASIBLE AT ALL  

1. BAKERY  

Since Bakery is both - cold and hot kitchen, it was observed that the blind candidates deputed 

were not very comfortable in the surroundings.  

DETERRENTS  

 

The aspects which deterred a blind person to successfully operate in there were  

I. Safety aspect 

1) Regular transaction of hot trays and bowls between the cold and hot area.  

2) Doors are `free opening doors’ always opening outwards (this could hurt the blind 

person)  

 

II. Creative and other operational aspects 

 

1) Confectionery:  Confectionery is a creative job requiring a good sense of size and 

direction in it e.g.: cake decoration, tart and other dessert decoration. Mixing of the cream 

is an important aspect since cream is a delicate food item and can curdle if mixed or 

beaten for a longer time.  

 

2) Bakery: breads and other bakery products start with mixing the right amount of 

ingredients for the dough via large size open faced mixers which require machine 

operation.  The operation is executed by setting the speed with numbered knobs, which 

is rather complicated for a blind person without embossed numbers or instructions on 

the machine.  It brings a higher chance of errors plus wrong setting of the speed can spill 

the ingredients on the operator.  Breads and bread rolls are made by weighing them on 
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the weighing scale. It is very difficult for a non-sighted person to gauge the weight of the 

dough without a non-speaking weighing scale. 

 

2. HOUSEKEEPING DEPARTMENT  

LAUNDRY  
Washing the soiled linen - This is done in a PNG operated industrial washing machine 

which is operated with 

the help of a visual 

panel with knobs and 

buttons.                                

                 

The machine cannot be 

handled by a VI since 

the panel needs to be 

seen for the process which is going on inside the tumblers.  

Two people manage the machine in a shift- bringing the soiled linen closer to the machine 

in a trolley, loading and unloading the linen and controlling the panel. Since most of the 

work is visual, even keeping one VI in the team is not 

feasible.                

Drying the linen –Same as above 

Dry cleaning- The function is handled in the department 

only by the supervisor due to the nature of the chemicals 

used therein. 

Operating the calendaring machine- Though the task 

seemed doable initially but while actually performing it, one could see that if the garment 

developed creases while moving on the conveyer belt the VI would not come to know. 

Also the operators needed to check for stains and wear and tear. It would therefore not 

be feasible for even partially sighted people to perform this task. 

 

 

FIGURE 4:  PUTTING IN THE SOILED 

LINEN INSIDE THE MACHINE  

FIGURE 3A:  VISUAL PANEL 

FIG.  5:  PUSHING THE TROLLEY WITH LINEN  
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3. HORTICULTURE DEPARTMENT  

Indoor Flower arrangements. Though the VI volunteers could 

work on a few tasks in the department such as shortening the 

stems of the flower or the leaves, arranging them in the vases, 

bowls, the task primarily being visual, did not provide much 

scope for the VI people. Also because the other tasks in the 

department were transferring the flower arrangements to their 

respective places and collecting them back. 

 

Section D- Areas not tried 

SOME T ASK S  T HAT  COULD NOT  BE TRI ED DUE TO R ESI ST AN CE TO  SO FTWAR E S HARIN G  OR  HI GH 

CO ST  OF AS SI STIV E T ECHNO LO GY  W ER E :  

 

▪ Control Room Coordination- Handling the help desk, Room blocking on the computer 

▪ Computer work on the housekeeping floor, especially billing  

▪ Telephone exchange  could not be explored due to high cost of assistive technology 

CASE  STUDY  II-  MID-SIZED  HOTEL 

SECTION A:  FEASIBLE WORK AREAS FOR TOTALLY BLIND 

PERSONS 

Areas where the VI persons were found to be successful in mid-sized hotels were: 

I.  KITCHEN  STEWARDING 

 TASKS 

1. WIPING KITCHEN UTENSILS AND STACKING THEM -  

- Wiping the food pans 

FIG.  6:  SHAPING THE LEAVES 
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- Wiping the dishes 

- Wiping the cutlery 

- Stacking the above in the kitchen shelves 

 

SECTION B.  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR A LOW VISION PERSON  

I.  HOUSEKEEPING  

TASKS  

1.  ROO M SE RVI CE- The task involves sorting out the garments that reach the laundry 

from the hotel rooms, cross checking in the accompanying list, putting a sticker tag on 

the garment till it gets laundered and then taking it off the garment before sending it 

back to the guest. Since most of the task requires visual acuity, it is not feasible 

for the total VI. 

2.  UPKEEP AND  CLEANLI NESS OF  THE  RO OMS -   

a. Dusting the doors and other wooden furniture with dry cloth and wiping the 

steel handles, lights etc with wet cloth, changing the soiled linen 

b. Making the beds-  

i. Changing pillow covers, quilt covers, bed sheets;  

ii. Spreading the bed sheet evenly and putting it under the mattress in a 

particular style or technique  

iii. Placing the pillows and quilt in a particutlar format or pattern on the 

bed. 

c. Setting up the coffee table-  

i. Dusting the table with dry and wet cloth  

ii. Placing the glasses and coffee mugs on the table in a particular pattern 

iii. Cleaning the hot water kettle from inside and outside 

iv. Cleaning the hot water kettle from inside and outside 
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v. Replenishing the amenities  like tea bags, coffee sachets, milk powder, 

regular sugar and sugar free sachets 

vi. Arranging the items in the respective trays 

vii. Exchanging old newspapers with new ones and arranging them in 

pattern 

viii. Emptying the trash bin 

d. Cleaning and upkeep of the bathroom -  

i. Exchanging the soiled towels with fresh ones and to be arranged in a 

particular pattern Placing the glasses and coffee mugs on the table in a 

particular pattern 

ii. Using different types of chemicals in cleaning the wash basin and toilets 

etc 

iii. Replenishing the toiletries and arranging them in a particular pattern 

iv. Ensuring the absence of water marks from the wash basin and toilet 

area 

e. Vacuuming and Mopping in the room 

i. Dry mopping on the floor of the room and the bathroom  

ii. Vacuuming the carpets 

iii. Wet moping the floor of the room and the bathroom 

SECTION C:  AREAS NOT FEASIBLE AT ALL  

▪ Horticulture- This area in a mid-size segment hotel was not feasible since the facilities 

were smaller and not many people were engaged in the maintenance.  

SECTION D-  AREAS NOT TRIED  

SOME T ASK S  T HAT  CO ULD NO T  BE T RI ED DUE TO  R ESIS TAN CE TO  SOFTW AR E SHARI NG OR  

PAUCI TY  O F TI ME W ER E :  
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▪ Front Office- Attending to the customers, handling the back end tasks on the  front desk, Room 

blocking on the computer 

▪ In-room order taking 

SECTION E:  MIDSIZE VS PREMIUM HOTELS 

 

PREMIUM 

▪ Front areas are unapproachable in the premium segment hotels  

▪ More manpower in the premium hotels therefore jobs are more specified and therefore 

more possibilities for VI  

 

MID-SIZED/LOW BUDGET HOTEL 

▪ Some adjustments are possible though resistance to trying with VI 

▪ Low budget hotels>Less manpower->more multitasking> less options  

 

FEASIBLE WORK AREAS 

 Wiping 

 Stacking 

 Upkeep and cleanliness 

 Folding 

 Horticulture 

 

SUGGESTIONS  

It is highly recommended to try VI in a medium or large size bakery catering products outside. 

This demands continuous hours of working on one task e.g.: packing, mixing, folding, shaping, 

setting etc enabling them to be an expert in different tasks with precision. They would prove to 

be more efficient and useful in catering kitchens – like flight catering, hospital catering etc. Since 

these kitchens operate on bulk packing and delivering, VI would have the continuity of a task 

bringing about better efficiency in their job.  
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TRAINING NEEDS FOR VI  

There is a need of willingness and ability to multitask and learn to handle multiple areas at one 

time. Specific needs for tasks at different levels are: 

  

 White collared- education based 

✓ Good communication 

✓ Good computer skills 

 

 Manual jobs 

✓ Orientation and mobility training 

✓ Practice 

✓ Alertness 

✓ Self Defence  
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INDUSTRY 2- HEALTH CARE 

2 Hospitals studied 

o Fortis,  NOIDA, Premium  170 bedded super special ity hospital  

o Umkal Hospital,  Mid-sized 150 bedded super speciality hospital  

 

In order to be able to find out the different styles of working of various categories of hospitals, it 

was decided to take on Umkal Hospital as a midsized one and Fortis as the other. Umkal also 

seemed to be a good choice since it was already employing a person with vision impairment and 

could be studied to explore further job opportunities for the VI. 

 

RIDING FACTORS 

▪ By virtue of their dealing with human life, Hospitals were more wary of giving visually 

impaired persons an opportunity to explore tasks. Also it was observed that a premium 

hospital was also to quite an extent presentations oriented, just like the hotel industry.  

▪ The industry requires quick decision making ability and efficiency 

▪ Many departments/tasks outsourced to other companies such as kitchen, laundry 

CASE  STUDY  I-  PREMIUM  HOSPITAL 

SECTION A:  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR TOTALLY BLIND PERSONS 

There were no areas that could be explored in the premium hospital for a totally blind person 

because of the following reasons: 

- Tasks that required working on the computer could not be explored due to 

resistance to software sharing 

- Manual tasks such as in the kitchen could not be tried since trials were not allowed 

without the volunteers being properly vaccinated as also the fear of VI using knives 

and working around fire. Others such as in housekeeping were doable for low vision 
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people but had too much multitasking and perfection required which is not feasible 

for totally blind people. 

SECTION B.  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR A LOW VISION PERSON  

I. HOUSEKEEPING  

A low vision person can work in the housekeeping area with practice since it happens in a 

sequence like a drill.  

The task involves: 

• Cleaning of the bed/s,  

• Changing the soiled linen 

• Putting new linen on the beds in a specific manner    

• Cleaning the side tables, fittings, furniture, windows 

• Removing the dustbin polythene, putting the new one 

• Cleaning the washroom- washbasins, toilet area, replacing the essential items such as 

towels, cotton rolls etc. 

SECTION C.  AREAS  NOT  TRIED 

  

• The front office area was not considered owing to the greater footfall, variety & 

complexity of the roles performed by those on the front desk. 

• In a premium hospital, there were areas such as the call centre, preventive health check, 

lab report collection that could be feasible however could not be explored owing to 

resistance to software sharing. 

• Others such as counseling the patients, e.g. the patients undergoing treatment in the 

oncology department or in the CSSD department that seemed feasible but could not be 

tried due to the nature of the job being totally based on expertise, or sensitive areas 

concerning safety of the patients. 
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CASE  STUDY  I-  MIDSIZED  HOSPITAL 

In a mid-size hospital the main areas where the visually impaired (totally blind) persons could 

work were: 

• Front office 

• Kitchen 

• Physiotherapy 

I. FRONT  OFFICE 

A reception area of a hospital being the first point of contact for the patients and carers serves a 

rather significant purpose. 

The tasks of the staff in the sample hospital entailed tasks 

such as greeting and attending to the patients’ and 

listening to and solving their queries, directing them to 

relevant departments, giving away information, fixing 

appointments and billing. 

In a mid-sized hospital, most are viable for a blind person 

trained on computers and telephone.  

However, considering the high risk area that a hospital is, the job could be segregated and 

the VI could handle the tasks such as: 

TASKS 

▪ Calling 

▪ Fixing appointments  

▪ Directing the patients to the relevant department with the help of a peon 

II. KITCHEN   

FIG. 7: THE RECEPTION DESK AT THE MID-SIZED 

HOSPITAL 
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Kitchen offers a lot of small, repetitive tasks for a totally visually impaired person like in a hotel. 

However, in a premium hospital, kitchen was outsourced.  

TASKS  

▪ Washing of the vegetables and fruits 

▪ Chopping (can be done along with a co-worker) 

▪ Chapatti making 

▪ Kneading 

▪ Serving food in dishes with measuring spoons or cups,  

▪ Packing the dishes with the help of a cling film or a foil.  

▪ Washing the dishes.  

                             

                                                                                                                                     

III. PHYSIOTHERAPY  SECTION 

There are many trained visually impaired persons as physiotherapists who can be placed in 

hospitals as assistants.  

SECTION B-  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR A LOW VISION PERSON ONLY  

I.  KITCHEN  

The task of arranging the dishes in the trays could only be done 

by a partially sighted since it had to be done as per the 

specifications of the dietician. 

                                     

 

FIGURE 8:  WRAPPING THE CLING 

FILM ON THE FRUIT BOWLS  

FIGURE 10: ARRANGING THE 

DISHES IN THE TRAYS 

FIGURE 9: PATIENTS DIET 

INFORMATION 
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II.  WARD COORDINATION  

The task involves the following: 

▪ Ensuring upkeep and cleanliness of the rooms in the ward 

▪ Ensuring that the equipment is in order 

▪ Ensuring that essential items such as cotton, disposables are available in the room 

▪ Attending to patients grievances 

▪ Delegating work to the housekeeping staff 

▪ Ensuring record keeping of the patients in the wards for the future both in the 

computer and filing of the documents  

 The position requires some amount of experience so as to be able to delegate the 

responsibilities and supervise accordingly. A person with total VI would not be suitable since it 

involves a lot of mobility. A partially visually impaired person can work with the help of support 

staff that is already available in the wards. A lot of interaction with the patients is required so ye 

contact would also be preferably required for the patient to be comfortable. Also some file work 

is required at regular intervals that need to be supervised. 

III.  GENERAL DUTY ASSISTANT  

The task involves the following: 

▪  

▪  

▪  

▪  

 

✓ Ensuring all things and equipment in order 

✓ Call attending and handling the OPD desk 

FIG.  11:  USING THE BP  INSTRUMENT   
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✓ Record maintenance- arrival, departure of OPD staff and doctors, bill book 

maintenance 

✓ Attending to the patients  

✓ Taking the basic tests and filling up the form                                   

This position has been created to minimize the patients’ time in the hospital by maintaining a 

communication with the patient till the time he/she is in the hospital for a short time e.g. for 

getting some tests done. Since it requires some visual acuity 

(checking the equipment) and mobility (guiding the patient), it is 

not feasible for a totally blind person. However a partially sighted 

person can learn and be able to work quite independently with a 

little support from the co- workers. Tasks such as register 

maintenance can be done with the help of a computer which will 

make it easier for the hospital to keep a track of the patients. 

Other tasks such as receiving calls, giving information about the doctors’ availability can be 

done easily, making an entry of the doctors’ arrival and departure. 

IV. HOUSEKEEPING  

A low vision person can work in the housekeeping area of a mid-sized hospital with practice 

since it happens in a sequence like a drill.  

The task involves: 

• Cleaning of the bed/s, changing the soiled linen 

• Putting new linen on the beds in a specific manner  

• Cleaning the side tables, fittings, 

furniture, windows 

• Removing the dustbin 

polythene, putting the new one 

• Cleaning the washroom- 
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washbasins, toilet area, replacing the essential items such as towels, cotton rolls etc. 

SECTION C.  AREAS  NOT  TRIED 

  

• Tasks such as counseling the patients that seemed feasible but could not be tried due to 

the nature of the job being totally based on expertise, or sensitive areas concerning safety 

of the patients. 

MIDSIZE VS PREMIUM HOSPITALS 

 

PREMIUM 

✓ Presentation skills critical for patient interface jobs 

✓ Some medical knowledge requirements important at administration jobs also 

✓ Preference to taking in experienced people 

✓ Minimal training time 

 

MID-SIZED 

✓ Midsize hospitals a more friendly area for VI 

✓ Presentation can be compromised 

✓ Expertise/ skills at manual jobs, coordination and ability to multitask are the main 

requirements 

✓ Required qualifications not too high at many jobs 

✓ Training possible at work 

FEASIBLE WORK AREAS  

❖ Calls 

❖ Coordination 

❖ Addressing Patients queries 

❖ Basic tests/ check ups 
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❖ Billings 

❖ Housekeeping 

❖ Kitchen area 

 

EDUCATED  VS  MANUAL   

 

CHALLENGES/NON-FEASIBILITY 

➢ Resistance high due to unawareness of VI’s ability to be at risk areas - knives, scissors 

➢ Fears- software trial- so not tried - Counsellors, Call centres  

➢ Resistance for first time customer interface tasks –reception, for business risk 

➢ Training time not available in work in premium size-  

➢ Many manual tasks outsourced in premium size- Kitchen, laundry 

TRAINING  NEEDS 

 Customer interface tasks require: 

• Communication skills,  

• alertness, proactiveness;  

TASKS EDUCATED MANUAL 

TOTALLY BLIND RECEPTION HANDLING KITCHEN 

LOW VISION RECEPTION HANDLING 

WARD COORDINATION 

GDA’S (GENERAL DUTY 

ASSISTANTS) 

HOUSEKEEPING  

KITCHEN 
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• Knowledge of basics of the medical terminologies and tests. 

• Quick decision making and response,  

• Problem solving ability.  

• Orientation to the hospital premises, 

• Excellent computer skills,  

• Multitasking- attending to calls, handling the computer to search for information 

 Backend areas  

• Skills at kitchen work and housekeeping  

• Lots of practice 
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INDUSTRY 3- FOOD PROCESSING 

THE FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY OFFERED A LOT OF SCOPE FOR VI PEOPLE TO BE EMPLOYED 

DUE TO THE FACT THAT A LOT OF WORK HAPPENS IN AN ASSEMBLY LINE/IN TEAMS. 

3 companies studied 

MIDLAND  FRUITS  &  JUICES 

Midland Fruits & Vegetable Products Pvt Ltd.  is a company which is into cultivating Authentic 

Indian foods. They supply canned process food to Hotels and institutions, export the same as 

well.  

BHUIRA  JAMS   

Bhuira jams is a cottage industry having a production capacity of 50 tonnes of jams and jellies. 

Around 50 women from the village Rajgarh have been trained to do all the work from receiving 

the raw material to packing it.  

BIKANO  PVT  LTD 

Bikanerwala Foods Pvt Ltd, a company manufacturing Indian sweets, Sherbets, Namkeen, 

Papad’s and vegetarian North Indian, South India, continental and Chinese cuisines. The 

company’s production capacity is 20 M.T per day 

RIDING FACTORS 

• Since the Primary food industry catered to perishable goods therefore high speed was 

needed to ensure work does not get carried forward to the next day. 

• Secondary food industry, where one needs to work on food from the cold storage was 

relatively a comfortable one 

• Though like other industries, the Food processing industry is becoming mechanized, 

there are still both types of work available- Manual Work and on machines. Mechanized 

work offers lesser scope for VI people, since lesser manpower is required and work is 

mostly visual, on visual panels. 
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• There are areas that are very risk prone e.g. areas with large cooking vessels, slippery 

areas, with oil or water around 

• Lot of work is still done in teams 

• Similar methodology used in most product lines 

• There are many low expertise areas therefore less challenging for VI 

Canned food 

Paprika section:  

This section deals with canning cut pieces of the paprika for exports. 

SECTION A:  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR TOTALLY BLIND PERSONS 

 

TASKS  –   

1. WASHING – candidates had to wash the fresh, big size paprikas in three big tubs filled 

with water. The task required two workers on first tub and one person each on the other 

two tubs. It required about five kilograms of chilies 

to be washed in first tub and the other two tubs 

consecutively. The candidates were able to 

perform this task with ease. They could also 

observe the rotten chilies via finger dexterity. 

2. CUTTING OF STEM – this task was done in a main 

assembly line format with approximately twenty five workers on 

the line. The task required the stem to be cut from the chilly. 

Candidates were able to perform this task with great ease and 

success. 

 

3. CUTTING INTO PIECES MECHANICALLY – the task required the 

candidates to place the sorted and stem-less chilies 

in the cutting machine. It was easy for them to place 
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the chilies in the rows made to place the chilly on the conveyer belt. 

 

 

 

4. FILLING THE PAPRIKA IN CANS – the candidates 

were able to perform this task as it required to fill 

the cans full. 

 

5. PUTTING ON THE LIDS – the task required the lids to be put on the cans filled with hot 

warm brine. The candidate was required to take out 

the cans from the sterilization machine and put the 

lids on it and pass it on to the other assembly line 

the seal the lid. 

 

 

6. COOLING THE CANS – the task required the candidate to 

transfer the cooled cans from the tub to the soap water tub 

in a tray. This did not require any mobility. 

 

7. CLEANING THE CANS IN SOAP AND CLEAN WATER – the 

candidates could perform this task with ease. 

 

8. CLEANING THE CANS DRY – the candidates were required to dry the cans with dry cloth. 

They were able to perform this task with no difficulty. 
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9. OILING THE CANS – the candidates were required to oil the cans with a sponge filled 

with oil. They were able to do this task. 

 

10. CLEANING THE CANS AGAIN BEFORE DESPATCH – the candidates were required to 

clean the oil off the cans. They could perform 

this task. 

 

 

PEAS  SECTION 

This section deals with canning peas for exports. 

1) STERILIZATION OF EMPTY CANS VIA STEAM AND WATER- the task required the 

candidates to place the empty cans in the stem clean machine with keeps revolving slowly. 

They were able to perform this task. 

 

2) FILLING THE EMPTY CANS WITH PEAS (SMALL 

AND BIG CANS) – the candidates were able to 

perform this task with great ease since the task 

required them to fill the cans to a certain level. They 

could gauge the level via finger dexterity.  

3) TRANSFERRING THE COOLED CANS ON THE 

TABLE – the candidates were able to perform this 

task. 

 

SECTION B-  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR  LOW VISION PERSONS 

In the above sections, all the tasks ‘identified’ were such that both totally blind and low vision 

people would be able to do. There was no task that only a low vision person could do. 
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INDIAN SWEETS 

SECTION A:   FEASIBLE WORK AREAS FOR TOTALLY BLIND 

PERSONS 

 

CHIKKI PACKING IN BOXES 

1. CHIK KI  IN  BOX ES : the candidate was able to fill plastic boxes with chikki in symmetry. 

2. MAKING FLAT BRAND ED CHIKKI  CA RTONS  INTO BOXES :  the task needs only finger 

dexterity and sense of alignment in order to create the flat carton into a box, successfully. 

This could easily be done by feeling the creases made of the card board. 

3. PUTTING  T HE  FILLED  CHI KKI  BO XES  INTO  T HE  CARTON: this is an easy task and could 

easily be performed by a totally blind person. 

4. SEALING  THE  BOX  BY  PUTTING  TAPE  O N T HE  OPE NING  FLAP :  the candidate could 

easily perform this task. 

 

CHIKKI PACKING IN SMALL POLYTHENE PACKS 

1) PACKING EXCLUSIVE CHIKKI (ROSE PETAL, PISTACIO, and CASHEW) IN SMALL 

POLY PACKETS: candidate needed some practice in 

order to put each piece of 4cm x 4cm square chikki 

into a polythene pockets. The task needed a particular 

way to put the squares in each pocket in order to gain 

momentum and precision. The candidate could easily 

perform the task with continuous practice. 

 

 

 

LADDOO PACKING FOR TRAIN 
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1) LADDOO SHAPING: the candidates could easily shape the boondi laddoo, however they 

need to be careful about the size of the laddoo. 

 

2) PUTTING BOONDI LADDOO IN VERY SMALL 

CARTON BOX (FOR SHATABDI TRAIN): this task 

could easily be performed by the candidates since it 

required the each laddoo to be put in a small carton 

box made for one laddoo each. The boxes were to be 

taped after closing them. 

 

 

SOAN PAPDI PACKING 

1) PUTTING LIDS ON FILLED SOAN PAPDI PLASTIC BOXES: this task was very easy to 

perform and was successfully executed by the 

candidates.  

 

2) FILLING THE SILVER LABELED FOIL PACKS WITH 

SOAN PAPDI BOXES: the candidate was able to perform 

this task with no difficulty. 

 

3) SEALING WITH HEAT SEALING MACHINE: this task was performed by a totally blind 

candidate. Since this task involves an element of 

heat, it needs good practice and precision. It was 

observed that many packets initially were not 

sealed properly resulting into waste of branded 

silver foil packets. This happened due to lack of 

precision in holding both the ends of the packet 

properly between the fingers and also due to 

hesitation towards heat. 
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4) MAKING SOAN PAPDI BOXES: the candidates were easily able to make boxes out of flat 

cartons. They could easily gauge the demarcated crease for the fold given on the cartons. 

 

5) FILLING THE FINAL 

(SEALED) SOAN PAPDI 

BOXES INTO CARD BOARD 

BOXES: this was an easy 

task for the candidates; 

however they had to keep in 

mind the correct side facing 

upwards. This was 

successfully done by getting to feel the lid of the box. 

 

FILLING UP THE SMALL BOWL LIKE (KATORI) WITH SOAN PAPDI 

1) FILLING THE BOWLS WITH SOAN PAPDI: the task 

required filling up of katori like bowls with soan papdi. 

This was done for the train (Shatabdi). This task could 

easily be performed by the candidates. 

 

 

RASGULLA PACKING 

1) PUTTING LID ON SEALED RASGULLA CANS: the candidates could easily perform 

these tasks without any difficulty. 

 

2) PUTTING THE RASGULLA CANS IN BIG CARTONS: the candidates could easily put 

the sealed rasgulla cans in the cartons and could also tape them easily. 

 

CHOPPING VEGETABLES 

1)  CUTTING POTATOES IN SMALL AND SLANTED RANDOM PIECES: candidates could 

perform this task but with a little difficulty as it was 

difficult to gauge the style of cutting to cut slanted 

pieces. They would require practice and an expertise in 
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cutting vegetables. This skill can also be attained by practicing continuously. 

 

 

2) CHOPPING  OF  VEGETABLES  FOR  STUFFING  IN  SAMOSA,  KACHORI  ETC:  

candidates could easily perform this task. However, 

it is suggested to have hands on knowledge of the 

task.  

 

3) MAKING  BALLS  F O R GOL  G UPPA ,  MA TTHI ,  

PAPDI :  the candidates could perform this task with 

ease. 

 

PETHA PACKING 

1) FILLING PLASTIC BOXES WITH PETHA: the candidates performed this task with 

great ease. 

 

2) SEALING THE TOP OF THE BOX WITH 

PLASTIC SHEET VIA HEAT: the candidate 

could perform this task under the 

supervision of a sighted person. One needs to 

ensure that the box is sealed properly. Also, 

it was observed that the machine could stop 

in-between and it then would need some expertise in order to re-start the machine. 

 

3) PUTTING LIDS ON THE PLASTIC PETHA BOXES: the candidates could perform this 

task with great ease. 

 

4) PUTTING THE SEALED PLASTIC BOXES IN LABELED PETHA CARTONS (SAME AS 

SOAN PAPDI): the candidates could perform this task with ease. 

 

SANDWICH MAKING 
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1) APPLYING BUTTER ON BREAD SLICES: the candidates could execute this task with 

ease.  

 

2) PACKING SANDWICHES IN PLASTIC BAGS AND THEN IN CARTONS: candidates did 

not face any problem in performing this task.    

 

SECTION B.  AREAS  FEASIBLE  FOR  A  LOW  VISION  

PERSON   

Some tasks that were possible for a low vision person to execute are: 

HEAT SEALING: Person with low vision can execute the sealing of food packets via electric heat 

sealing machine. Since totally blind person can lack in providing good finishing via heat sealing it 

is suggested to promote people with low vision for this task. 

 

 

JAMS & JELLIES  

SECTION A:   FEASIBLE WORK AREAS FOR TOTALLY BLIND 

PERSONS 

 

TASKS   

1. PEELING  AN D DE-SEE DING  THE  F RUITS : the candidate was able to peel the fruits and 

was also able to de-seed them.  

 

2. CUTTING  THE  F RUITS  I N SHAPES : the candidate again showed good signs of possibility of 

cutting the food product in required shapes and sizes. She could feel the shape and size 

of the same by touching them hence gauging the specification. Also was able to cut them 

in given size and shape of pieces.  Speed is one factor that a candidate needs to keep in 

mind since in a mid size unit like Bhuira it is imperative to execute the task with 

precision and momentum. Also, it is a pre-requisite for the candidate to have prior 
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experience of the kitchen operation and also should know the correct technique of 

holding the knife which acts a preventive measure towards having any harm on the 

fingers. 

 

3. WASHIN G T H E  BOTTL ES :  this can easily be performed by a VI person since the bottles 

are new and just need a good rinse. 

 

4.  PO URING: being careful about the heat element in the ready jam, a VI person can 

perform this task with the help of a funnel. 

 

5. FIXING  T HE  LID  WIT H  A HA ND  PRESS : this task can be performed by a VI person with the 

help of a hand press machine. It requires precision in handling the glass bottle and 

ensuring the lid is sealed properly. 

 

6. WIPING T HE BOTTLES : this task requires wiping the stickiness on the bottles from the 

outside. Therefore, the candidate could easily perform this task via finger dexterity. 

 

7. KEEPING  T HE  BOTTLE S UPSIDE  DO WN : this task is very simple since it requires the 

worker to put all the sterilized bottles up-side down on the table for vacuum check and 

leakage check. 

 

Packaging: the tasks tried upon for totally VI person under packaging unit of Bhuira jams 

are: 

 

TASKS 

1) SEALING  THE  LID  OF  THE  BOTTLES  WIT H  PLASTIC CAPS : this task requires the 

candidate to be precise and careful. However, it was observed that the VI candidate could 

perform this task after practice and continuity of the task. This task also requires sealing 

the thin plastic cap via heat, with the help of a hand dryer (electronic). The candidate 

could easily perform this task with practice.  
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2) WRAPPIN G EA CH  BOT TLE IN THIN  CARTO N SHEETS : this task is simple yet to be done 

with care and precision. The candidate could easily perform this task. 

 

3) PACKING  THE  BOTTLE S IN CART ONS : the VI candidate could easily perform this task 

since it required her to place a set of twelve bottles in each carton.  

 

4) SEALING  THE  CA RTONS  WIT H TAPE : the candidate could perform this task. 

SECTION B-  AREAS FEASIBLE FOR A LOW VISION PERSON  

I.  RECEIVING AREA  

TASKS  

1. WEIG HING  – is done with the help of an industrial weighing machine. This involves the 

fruits to be weighed and kept aside. Since it is not feasible for a totally VI person to 

perform this task without the help of a talking weighing scale, a partially VI can perform 

this task if the candidate can view the nos. on the weighing scale. 

2. WASHIN G :  the task involves sorting out the foul fruits from the corrects fruit and also 

requires cleaning off the mud and dust etc from the fruits during washing, it is not 

feasible for the total VI due to requirement of visual clarity. 

II.  KITCHEN AREA  

 

1) STERILIZATION OF EMPTY BOTTLES(STAGE ONE): the tasks requires the empty glass 

bottles to be placed on a trey in a set of 12, setting the oven on the required temperature 

and alarm and finally placing the heavy trey in the oven. Since, this task require careful 

handling and visual acuity it is not feasible for a totally VI person to perform this task. 

However, a low vision person can perform it with extra care. 

2) STERLIZATION OF EMPTY BOTTLES (STAGE TWO): second stage requires the steamer 

to be first made ready by filling it with a bowl of water. It is then required to be left for 

ten minutes in order to let the steam built up. Once it is observed that the steam is being 

built the bottles are to be placed in a round trey in a set of 12 and to be placed in the 

steamer for 15 minutes with the setting of a temperature on the steamer. Since this task 
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requires careful handling and has an element of heat in it, it is not feasible for a totally VI 

person to perform this task, therefore it can easily be allotted to a low vision person. 

3) POURING THE JAM INTO THE BOTTLES: This procedure just requires the person to 

pour the contents into the jam bottles with the help of a jug and a funnel, which can be 

learnt and done with practice by a low vision person. 

III.    Packaging:  

1) LABELING THE BOTTLES: since this task requires first to recognize the type of jam the 

bottle holds and then to label the correct sticker (big and small) on the bottle. This task 

requires good practice even by a sighted person, therefore due to quality standards of 

the company it can be performed by a low vision person instead of a totally blind person. 

There could be a need for a magnifying glass to be attached somewhere the low 

vision person can use it conveniently. 

 

2) STAMPING THE STICKERS ON THE CARTON: since this is the final stage of packaging 

and readying the carton for delivery, it is imperative to meet the quality assurance 

standards. Therefore, it is not feasible for a totally VI person to perform this task. 

However, this it can be performed by a low vision person respective of his reading and 

writing abilities. 

SECTION C.  AREAS NOT FEASIBLE  

1) HEAT PRONE AREAS such as the cooking zones 

FEASIBLE WORK AREAS  

 Washing without sorting 

 Cutting, Peeling, Chopping, Deseeding 

 Filling up 

 Sealing and Packaging  

 Initial Cleaning of Cans and Bottles 
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 Cooling of cans 

 Cold Food Preparation- balls, sandwiches 

 

TRAINING NEEDS 

1. Few Training needs 

2. Training in basic chopping, peeling etc with speed 

 

Conclusion :  

1) Totally VI candidates can work in food processing plants looking after primary products 

with ease. However, since the company processing primary food, for example – tomato 

ketchup, tomato puree, peas, paprika etc would have their primary focus on meeting the 

targeted production of the cans since slow production would mean more chances of 

spoiling the fresh product relatively faster. Therefore, such plants would have a swifter 

working style than a secondary food production plant. 

2) It has been observed during these tasks that although there are very many tasks in a 

food production plant for a totally VI or a partially VI candidate, they are still unable to 

do many due to the heat element present during the processing of the food. 

3) Mobility is a big factor to be kept in mind in the food processing industry. 
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INDUSTRY 4: ELECTRICALS 

 

2 COMPANIES STUDIED 

1. HAVELL’S  

2. C&S  ELECTRIC 

RIDING FACTORS 

• Though the industry is a High risk work area but proved very feasible for VI people 

• Lot of repetitive jobs based on practice were available 

• Lot more possibilities were available for totally blind people as compared to other 

industries studies 

• Work primarily based on an Assembly line system 

• More manual jobs available in this industry 

• Limited or no mobility required since work reaches the work station 

SECTION A:   FEASIBLE WORK AREAS FOR TOTALLY BLIND 

PERSONS 

 

1) HRC (High Rupture Capacity) Fuse Assembly 

a)  Putting caps on the fuse- the task is simple however some practice is required to 

balance the  cap on the hole before pressing it inside with the hand press 

b)  Packing each piece separately in a polythene pack 
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2) Rewirable switches 

a) Fixing the washer on the edges of the switch box, which requires only manual dexterity 

and practice to achieve the desired speed 

                                   

b) Hand press operation to fix 3 washers on two sides of 

the switch board, which again requires manual dexterity 

and speed 

c)  

d) A lot of small activities could be done in the assembly 

such as inserting screws into terminals 

 

3) Kit Kat Fuse Line  

This assembly has several small tasks to be done and since the product is relatively small and 

uncomplicated, VI can easily learn and attain the desired speed. 

a) Inserting washels and screws into the fuse manually 

b) Fixing the base strip 

c) Terminal tightening 

d) Fixing the terminals in gauges 

e) Fixing the L-strips 

 

 

4) Euroload changeover switches  

This assembly has some tasks that can be done by VI including affixing smaller parts, 

assembly of the frame of the switch boards and making the label 

a) Inserting double net and putting a cap on it 
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b) Hardware assembly of the channel box 

c)  Making the label of the handle manually by 

inserting a label inside a plastic part 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

5) Distribution Boards 

a) Wire sub assembly-  

• Tightening Screws – the task is simple; a totally VI candidate could easily 

perform this task as it requires tightening of the screws with a pneumatic screw 

driver. One can easily gauge the required tightness of the screw through the click 

sound of the screw when it gets tight enough. 

 

 

• Plastic Fitting – the task is a part of the above mentioned sub-assembly. It 

requires the fitting of square like plastic grooves to be fitted on both the ends of 

the bar made of brass. This was done either with pressure of the fingers or by a 
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manual hammer. It required finger dexterity, therefore a totally VI person could 

easily perform this task. 

 

b) Neutral Assembly:  

• Fitting Thimble – the task requires a person 

to keep fitting the round thimble on both the 

edges of the wire. This task is easy and 

requires finger dexterity. Since this task 

requires a bunch of copper wires to be 

pushed in the thimble, hands on continuous 

practice is imperative in order to achieve 

momentum. 

 

• Compressing Thimble – the task 

requires power press machine. In 

order to bring good speed in the task 

one needs continuous practice to 

gauge where the thimble needs to be 

placed in order to get it pressed 

correctly under the machine. It can 

easily be performed by a totally VI 

person. 

                         

 

• Cutting Plastic Strips – long plastic strips to be cut in required size. The task 

requires a cutting machine with 

foot press. It is easy to perform this 

task and totally VI person can 

perform it with practice on pre-set 

machine(setting for size 

demarcation) 
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• Pushing Busbar in Plastic strips – the task is easy and can easily be performed 

by a totally VI person, it needs finger dexterity. Task requires the plastic strips 

with side grooves to be put on the side walls of busbar. 

                        

c) Sealing Machine – the task requires the worker to seal the product in plastic squares; it 

requires the squares to be sealed in the form of small bags with the help of a sealing 

machine. Since, the machine has a hot blade like instrument in it is advised to be careful 

and practice continuously on it in order to get the tact. A totally VI person can perform 

this task with moderate level of caution in mind. 

 

d) Packaging Assembly : Three people assembly line 

• Making Cartons – the task requires assembling 

small boxes according to the demarcation 

grooved in the card-board. It requires finger 

dexterity and precision in order to fold the 

sides in the right manner. A totally VI person 

can easily pick up this task with practice to 

achieve precision.                                  

 

• Placement of the final product in small boxes (cartons) – sealed product is to 

be placed in small boxes keeping in mind the given style of placing it. All of them 

should be uniformly placed in the boxes. The 

correct direction can easily be gauged by 

orientation via touch. It is advised to be alert 

when placing the product since it can hamper 

the quality assurance and uniformity of the final 

product. It can be performed by a totally VI 

person independently. 

 

• Sealing the boxes with tape – the task requires sealing of the cartons with the 

help of a tape. It is easy to perform this task by a totally VI person 
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e) Hardware assembly- In this task, the side plate fixing 

is done with the help of screws and screwdrivers. The 

task is relatively easy for VI. 

 

 

 

                                          

6. Press Shop All kinds of bending, piercing etc happens in the department and most of the tasks 

are manageable by VI people 

a) Cutting 

b) Bending 

c) Punching 

d) Marking 

e) Tapping 

f) Stamping 

g) Piercing 

h) Manual tasks such as riveting, magnet grinding 

                                 

7. Cut-out assembly 

a) Riveting 

b) Screw fixing 

c) Bolt Fixing 

                    

 

 

            

 

8. AIR CIRCUIT BREAKERS ASSEMBLY- 

 

a. Shutter assembly- In following assembly, an 

insulated barrier is put in between live part and 
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ground part for safety purpose. This assembly is an important part of cradle assembly 

and is quite simple to perform for a VI.  

       

 

b. Neutral assembly- In following assembly, a live connection is made by copper strip in 

between the breaker and cradle. This task involves assembling and fixing some parts 

together, quite feasible for VI. 

   

9. SWITCH FUSE UNIT 

 

a. Switch disconnector- This is a no load operating switch having a moulded body part 

and a conductive copper part. Though it is a lengthy process, with practice a totally VI 

person can perform the task. 

 

b. Changeover assembly- This is changeover switch through which we can changeover 

two lines     (Generator & Main line) one by one to a load. Changeover has two Switch 

disconnectors in parallel. This task can also be performed by a VI person with 

practice. 

 

a. Switch accessories rivetting – This task 

primarily involves riveting on a handpress 

machine and is easy to perform by a totally 

VI person 
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b. Pole assembly- This is a part of the switch. In a pole assembly one side have 

fixed terminal and other have moving terminal. This task can also be 

performed by totally VI person. 

 

c. Enclose assembly In following assembly we put a switch in an enclosure box. 

This task can be performed by a total VI person but some workplace solution 

would be required to enable the VI person to know where to fix the screws, 

maybe put raised marks (like a white fluid) on the relevant points. 

 

SECTION B:   FEASIBLE WORK AREAS FOR LOW VISION PERSONS 

 

1. Distribution boards 

 

a. Printing – the task can be performed by a 

partially VI person keeping in mind the 

precision in printing of the brand on MCB 

covers/doors. The task requires rubber 

printing near the lower right hand corner of 

different sizes of doors. This task requires 

handling of the printing machine, remove and 

clean the ink pad/plate, setting the machine 

on required size of the print. Since this task is 

not feasible for a totally VI person, it can be 

executed by partially VI person who has vision 

acuity. 

     

 

b. Riveting machine- This task involves 

attaching rivets on to a metal plate 

with the help of the riveting machine. 
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The only hindrance in this task is that the rivets need to be balanced on the metal 

part till the machine fixes it on the part. A minor modification in the machine 

would not only make it possible for a low vision person to perform easily but also 

be useful for a sighted operator. 

 

 

2. MOULDING- It requires a person to pick the raw material mostly Bakelite, DMC, BTMC, 

weigh it and put it in the die in the moulding machine. The 

machine closes with the push of a button and turns the 

material into a mould in a particular shape. The two 

restraining factors are the visual panel and the weighing 

machine. Low vision would be able to manage the task, but 

with suitable accommodations, e.g. help from a colleague and 

an audible weighing machine. 

a. Pick the raw material 

b. Weigh it  

c. Put in the dye in the moulding machine 

d. Push a button to close the machine 

e. Pick up the finished product after the 

machine opens (automatically) 

f. Finish the edges 

                  

 

 

 

 

3. SECONDARY SHOP- Secondary shop comprises of drilling, tapping, hydraulic and 

orbital riveting, induction brazing machines. Any kind of 

drilling, tapping and riveting work that needs to be 

done in the whole factory is sent to the secondary shop. 

Therefore there are a variety of tasks to be done. 

However, a partially sighted person can work in the 

section. Drilling and orbital riveting machines can be 
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handled by totally VI people as well. Some help would be needed to check the pressure. 

a. Drilling 

b. Tapping 

c. Hydraulic riveting  

d. Orbital riveting 

e. Induction brazing machine 

 

 

4. AIR CIRCUIT BREAKERS ASSEMBLY- 

 

Cradle assembly- In this process, a cradle or the outer body of the ACB is assembled 

with the help of screws, bolts, springs, washers 

etc. This task is feasible to be performed by VI but 

is very challenging due to the variety of 

components to be fitted at different locations. 

Another constraint was locating the hole to put in 

the screw while two metal parts are being 

attached together. Though trial was done on this 

task not much time could be spent on it since it 

was an assembly line and product got delayed. 

Also a lot of practice was needed to acquire precision of task and speed required in an 

assembly line. 

 

- Holding metal parts of the cradle together in the proper manner 

- Aligning the holes 

- Fixing the correct screws, washers, springs, bolts at the correct locations 

FEASIBLE WORK AREAS  

• Assembling gears 

• Packing and sealing 

• Labels 
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• Machines- hand press, moulding, power press 

TRAINING NEEDS 

• Training in operating hand press and power press machines 

CHALLENGES  

• Less Training time available vs lot of accuracy and precision required  

• A high risk product to be handled very carefully 

ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED FROM THE EMPLOYER  

➢ Workplace solutions for better accessibility e.g. in the riveting machine 

➢ Some assistive devices might help e.g.– audible weighing machine  

➢ Additional help at visual panels 

CONCLUSION/REFLECTIONS 

 

• THE  REFLE CTIONS-  T HE  LIST  OF  TAS KS  A NALYSED  IN  THESE  4  IND UST RIES  HAVE  

FEWER AREAS  W HERE  TOTALLY VIS UALLY I M PAIRE D PE RSONS  CAN  WO RK WITH P RIO R 

TRAINING  BUT  THE RE  ARE MO RE  TASKS  FO R LOW  VISIO N PE RSO NS .  

• Presentation Oriented Industry proved to be very unaccommodating since there is a 

need for visual perfection- HOSPITALS AND HOTELS 

• There was a resistance to integrate VI in hospitals more so in premium ones 

• Many Manual Jobs in assembly lines found feasible and successful for VI- in 

ELECTRICALS AND FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRIES 

• High resistance to Software sharing closes doors for VI trials at many computer based 

jobs (needs of speech software) 

• Coordination jobs are possible but paper records pose a challenge for VI at each step 
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• Unawareness of the capabilities of VI people at Computers, working with fire, Knives 

etc. 

• Team work areas good for VI 

• Less manpower areas are unaccommodating for VI as multi tasking is required, 

more so at the unskilled and semi skilled levels of work 

• Manual jobs could be explored but accommodations and commuting challenges are 

high vis a vis the income 

ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED FROM THE EMPLOYER  

▪ It is totally essential that the employer is willing to integrate different kinds of people in 

his organization  

▪ The intent of the employer to employ persons with disabilities in the workplace has to 

be communicated to departments to ensure more acceptance and proactive support by 

them 

▪ Making VI a part of a team for different tasks and to encourage division of work on basis 

of ability 

▪ Workplace solutions – assistive devices, technology, hardcopy to softcopy format 


